Abstract-An (n, k) group code over a group G is a subset of G n which forms a group under componentwise group operation and can be defined in terms of n -k homomorphisms from G to G. In this correspondence, the set of homomorphisms which define Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) group codes defined over cyclic groups are characterized. Each defining homomorphism can be specified by a set of k endomorpbisms of G. A matrix is associated with the k(n -k) defining endomorphisms of the code and necessary and sufficient conditions for this matrix to define an MDS code over cyclic groups is proved. Using this matrix characterization it is proved that over cyclic group with M elements, where 
Algebraic Characterization of MDS Group Codes
Over Cyclic Groups Abstract-An (n, k) group code over a group G is a subset of G n which forms a group under componentwise group operation and can be defined in terms of n -k homomorphisms from G to G. In this correspondence, the set of homomorphisms which define Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) group codes defined over cyclic groups are characterized. Each defining homomorphism can be specified by a set of k endomorpbisms of G. A matrix is associated with the k(n -k) defining endomorphisms of the code and necessary and sufficient conditions for this matrix to define an MDS code over cyclic groups is proved. Using this matrix characterization it is proved that over cyclic group with M elements, where M = pf 1 p% 2 •••pl m ,(fc+s, k) MDS group codes, for all s, k>2, do not exist if max{s, k} > min{pi, pi, • • • ,pm}. Finally, it is shown that the dual code of an MDS group code over CM, a cyclic group with M elements, is also an MDS group code.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A group code over a group G is a subset of G n which forms a group under componentwise group operation. Study of group codes is motivated by the observation that group codes" constitute a basic ingredient for Geometrically Uniform codes [1] which include several important known classes of trellis codes and lattice-based codes and the popular signal sets, 8-PSK and 16-PSK constellations, are matched to groups [2] , [3] .
Though the minimum-squared Euclidean distance is the appropriate distance measure for the signal sets matched to groups, the Hamming distance of a group code gives a simple lower bound on the minimumsquared Euclidean distance [4] . Given the length of the code n and the number of information symbols k, the largest minimum Hamming distance possible for the code is (n -k + 1). This holds true for codes over any alphabet. An (n, k) code whose minimum Hamming distance is equal to (n ~ k + 1) is called a Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code. MDS codes over groups have been dealt with in [4] and nonexistence results for group codes over nonabelian groups have been discussed. For group codes over an abelian group, say G, a construction technique is given in [5] in terms of homomorphisms from G h to G or equivalently in terms of a set of endomorphisms of G.
In this correspondence, for a cyclic group with M elements, denoted by CM, we first characterize the homomorphisms from CM to CM which will give (k + s, k) MDS codes over CM-Since such a homomorphism can be expressed in terms of k endomorphisms of . CM, a (k + s, k) code is described by a set of ks endomorphisms-A matrix over ZM, the ring of integers modulo M, is associated with Manuscript received Aug. 3, 1994; revised Nov. 17, 1994 . The material in this paper was presented in part at the 1994 IEEE International Workshop on Information Theory, Moscow, Russia, July [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 1994 .
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IEEE Log Number 9414769. this set of ks endomorphisms and the characterization is stated in terms of this matrix. Specifically, it is shown that the code is MDS if and only if all square submatrices of its associated matrix have a determinant which is a unit in ZM-Based on this characterization it is shown that given n and k the existence of MDS group codes over CM is determined by the smallest prime factor of M, and that the dual of an MDS code over CM is also MDS. Studies on MDS codes over ZM using combinatorics and generator matrices of MDS codes for the special case of linear codes over ZM, M power of a prime, have been carried out in [10] , [11] . Linear codes over ZM are identical to group codes over their additive groups, i.e., CM-But linear codes over finite fields are not identical to group codes over their additive groups which are elementary abelian. For example, the (4, 2, 3) group code, listed in Table I , is an MDS code over C 2 ® Ci = {1, x) ® {1, y] but is not a linear code over GF(4) whose additive group is Ci ® C2 • This is due to the fact that the ring of endomoiphisms of CM is isomorphic to ZM, whereas the ring of endomorphisms of Ci <g) C2 is not isomorphic to GF (4) . An endomorphism of CM can be defined by an element of ZM which is the image of a generator under the endomorphism and this is the reason for identicalness of group codes over CM and linear codes over ZM-This will become transparent in Section III. The absence of an isomorphism between the ring of endomorphisms of C-i ® C-2 and GF(4) implies existence of group codes over elementary abelian groups which are not codes over finite fields as shown in Table I . The code given in Table I has been identified by extending the algebraic approach [13] presented in this correspondence. The extension is involved, since it amounts to working with matrices over noncommutative rings and the notion of quasideterminants [12] - [14] . So, in this correspondence, we restrict our consideration to group codes over cyclic groups to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algebraic approach. For instance, the matrix characterization of MDS codes over finite fields is extended to group codes over cyclic groups (Section LTl) and several nonexistence results, which are in [4] or follow as their corollary, are proved using this approach (Section IV).
The algebraic characterization of MDS codes in terms of the set of defining homomorphisms from C M to CM is discussed in Section n. In Section HI the characterization of an MDS group code in terms of its associated matrix is proved. The nonexistence results that this characterization lead to are proved in Section IV. In Section V, it is shown that the dual code to an MDS code over a cyclic group is also MDS. Some concluding remarks are made in Section VI.
n. ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION Definition 1 [5] : A systematic («,,• k) group code over an abelian group G, with identity element e, is a subgroup of G n with order 
where x, E CM, ipji,i, j = 1, 2,-• •, k are fc endomorphisms of CM, and 4>i is said to decompose as these endomorphisms and is
The set of homomorphisms which will define an MDS code are identified in this section. • ,xk,
is a (fe + s, k) MDS code then, for every h = 1, 2, • • •, s -1, the (fe + /i, fe) code Lh defined by a subset of h homomorphisms of the s defining homomorphisms of L is an MDS code.
III. MATRIX CHARACTERIZATION OF MDS CODES
Every endomorphism of CM is uniquely defined by the image of the generator of CM under the endomorphism. Moreover, the ring of endomorphisms of CM is isomorphic to ZM, the ring of integers modulo M. An endomorphism ip(g) = g
x , where g is the generator of CM is an automorphism iff A is relatively prime to M, or equivalently, A is a multiplicative unit in the ring ZMDefinition 4: The parity check matrix, denoted by H, is given by H -[A T | -I s xs]-This parity check matrix H can be obtained from the parity check matrix given in [5] for group codes over abelian groups by specializing to cyclic groups.
The associated matrix of a group code uniquely defines the code and from Lemma 2 it follows that a necessary condition for a group code over CM to be MDS is that all the entries of its associated matrix are units in ZM-The complete characterization is given by the following theorem. But the weight of 7 is < h. Since L* is MDS it follows that 7 is an all-zero vector which means the determinant of Ah is a unit. : • Theorem 2 is the counterpart of [6, ch. 11, Theorem 8] which is for codes over finite fields. Only when M is a prime these two theorems coincide.
Example 1: Consider the (4, 2) group code over C9 defined by the associated matrix and the generator matrix respectively 1 1 1 2 and 10 11 0 112
All the elements of the associated matrix are units in Zg and the determinant of this matrix is 1 which is also a unit in Z$. Hence this code is an MDS code with minimum distance 3.
IV. NONEXISTENCE RESULTS
In this section some nonexistence results are obtained using the characterization obtained in the previous section.
A. M is a Power of a Prime
In this subsection we restrict our discussion to the case where M is a power of a prime say M = p d . First we consider the cases (k + 1, k) and (1 + s, 1) codes over C p d. For (k + 1, k) The determinant of this matrix is a unit iff the determinant of the following matrix, which is obtained by multiplying all elements of columns by suitable units, is a unit 1 1
(5)
From this it follows that after reducing to this form (all elements in the first row "1") if any two elements of the second row are congruent modulo p then the code cannot be MDS, for the determinant of the matrix "1 1 a c is equal to c -a which is a zero divisor iff it is divisible by p. This means two elements from a coset of Z p in Z p d cannot appear in the second row of (5) (5) from (4), by obtaining the matrix (6) and by similar arguments it can be shown that two elements from a coset of Z p in Z p d cannot appear in the second column of (6), if the code is to be MDS. To elaborate, without loss of generality, the associated matrix can be assumed to have all entries in the first row and first column to be 1 (as given in (7)) and then no two elements in any row or column, except the first row and column, can be in the same coset of Z p in Z p d. This leads to the following. Corollary 1: There exists no (n, k, n -k + 1) MDS group code over the binary field except the following cases: i) (n, 1) for any value of n, and ii) (n, n -1) for any value of n.
Corollary 1 is contained in [6, Corollary 7] . A stronger version of this corollary is obtained as Corollary 2 of Theorem 4. The code parameters, given by Theorems 3 and 4, for which MDS group codes over CM do not exist are shown in Fig. 1 . Code parameters above the staircase shown in Fig. 1 cannot give MDS codes. Moreover, (p -1) or less elements can always be chosen for the second row or columns such that any 2x2 submatrix with first row or column has nonzero determinant. This means (ft + 2, ft) and (2 + s, 2) MDS codes always exist when ft < p and s < p, respectively. These codes and the codes given by Lemmas 4 and 5 are marked by circles in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 is the counterpart of the figure for codes over finite fields given in [6, Fig. 11.2] . Note that Fig. 1 depends only on p and not on other primes and powers of any prime.
V. DUAL CODES OF MDS CODES
The group of characters of an abelian group G can be used to define the dual code of a group code over G. The group of characters is isomorphic to the group G, and hence the characters can be indexed by the elements of G in accordance with the isomorphism.
Definition 5 [7] : Let C be an (n, ft) group code over G. where rj g denotes the character of G corresponding to g G G, and 1 is the identity element of the group of nth roots of unity (range for the characters) in the complex field. The dual codes of group codes over abelian groups have been characterized in [8] , [9] . Specializing the characterization [9, Theorem 1] to codes over cyclic groups leads to the following. It is easy to see that the determinant of any square submatrix of -A T is a unit in ZM if that of A is a unit in ZM-Combining this fact with Theorem 2 leads to Theorem 6: The dual code of a MDS group code over a cyclic group is also MDS.
Example 2: The dual code of the (4, 2) code over Cg discussed in Example 1, has the generator matrix and the associated matrix respectively 8 1 0 7 0 1 and Clearly, all the elements of the associated matrix are units in Z% and the determinant of this matrix (56 -64 = -8) is equal to 1 in Z% which is a unit. Hence the dual is also MDS by Theorem 2.
VI. DISCUSSION MDS group codes over a cyclic group CM have been characterized in terms of a matrix over ZM, called the associated matrix of the code and using this characterization nonexistence results are obtained. The algebraic approach presented in this correspondence can be carried over to the general case of group codes over abelian groups using the theory of determinants of matrices over noncommutative rings [12] - [14] . The example of the (4, 2, 3) MDS code over C2 ® C-i given in Table I shows that there are MDS codes over elementary abelian groups which cannot be obtained by restricting the consideration to linear codes over finite fields though a linear code over GF(4) with the same parameters exists.
Enumeration Encoding and Decoding Algorithms for Pyramid Cubic Lattice and Trellis Codes
Thomas R. Fischer, Senior Member, IEEE, and Jianping Pan Abstract-A pyramid source code is a code that assigns equal-length binary strings to all reproduction codevectors of equal (weighted) £± norm. A pyramid source encoding is partitioned into two concatenated mappings; the first from source word to reproduction codeword within a codebook; the second from the reproduction codevector to a binary string. The first mapping allows distortion and is accomplished using lattice quantization or trellis-coded quantization. The second mapping is noiseless and is denoted as enumeration. Efficient pyramid enumeration encoding and decoding algorithms are presented, for use with fixed-rate or variable-rate pyramid lattice and trellis codes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A pyramid source code is a code that asQigns equal-length binary strings to all reproduction codevectors of equal, (weighted) t\ norm. [7] . Taking discrete cosine transform image coding as an example, the basic encoding problem is to efficiently quantize a block of nearly uncorrelated transform coefficients, each of different variance and (except for the dc coefficient) approximately Laplacian distribution [8] , [9] . Rather than designing a quantizer and noiseless code for each transform coefficient, the pyramid lattice and trellis codes allow encoding of all the transform coefficients with a single code. Further, the code is parametric and can be relatively easily modified to track changes in variance of the source data. A pyramid source encoding can be partitioned into two concatenated mappings; the first from source word to reproduction codevector within a codebook, and the second from the reproduction codevector to a binary string (or codeword). The first mapping typically allows distortion and is referred to herein as quantization or compression. The second mapping is lossless, and is referred to as enumeration. Enumerative source coding was introduced by Cover [10] for the lexicographic ordering of re-tuples. The ordering developed in this correspondence is different due to the pyramid formulation and the trellis structure. The pyramid codes described use codebooks formed from subsets of lattices. The quantization methods to be used include lattice quantization [11] - [14] and trellis-coded quantization (TCQ) [15] . The contribution of the correspondence is to describe efficient pyramid enumeration encoding and decoding algorithms. Fixed-tofixed-length and fixed-to-variable-length pyramid lattice and trellis codes are easily constructed using the enumeration algorithms.
Laroia and Farvardin [16] have recently used ideas from structured vector quantization (VQ) [17] , and TCQ to develop fixed-rate codes for memoryless sources that capture much of the available boundary and granular gains [18] . Their code construction is for general memoryless sources, but imposes a certain symmetry between the codebook constituent subsets. This symmetry allows an enumeration identical to the structured VQ. The trellis codes described here differ because no codeword symmetry is required, and the enumeration is of trellis paths. The dynamic programming method of quantization introduced in [16] and [17] can also be used with the present codes to guarantee that the quantized codevectors are of the required weight. 
